Problems inherent in current machine translation systems have been reviewed and have been shown to be inherently inconsistent. The present paper defines a model based on a series of human language processing and in particular the use of analogical thinking.
Prototypical consideration
Let us reflect about the mechanism of human translation of elementary sentences at the beginning of foreign language learning. A student memorizes the elementary English sentences with the corresponding Japanese sentences. The first stage is completely a drill of memorizing lots of similar sentences and words in English, and the corresponding Japanese. Here we have no translation theory at all to give to the student. He has to get the translation mechanism through his own instinct. He has to compare several different English sentences with the corresponding Japanese. He has to guess, make inferences about the structure of sentences from a lot of examples.
Along the same lines as this learning process, we shall start the consideration of our machine translation system, by giving lots of example sentences with their corresponding translations. The system must be able to recognize the similarity and the difference of the given example sentences. Initially a pair of sentences are given, a simple English sentence and the corresponding Japanese sentence. The next step is to give another pair of sentences (English and Japanese), which is different from the first only by one word.
given example sentences
This word replacement operation is done one word at a time in the subject, object, and complement positions of a sentence with lots of different words. For each replacement man must give the information to the system of whether the sentence is acceptable or non-acceptable. Then the system will obtain at least the following information from this experiment:
(1) Certain facts about the structure of a sentence; (2) Correspondence between English and Japanese words. These are expressed symbolically in Table 1 .
These results indicate that we can formulate a word dictionary between English and Japanese, and a set of noun groups by a sentential context. If this experiment is done for different kinds of verbs the noun grouping will become much more fine and complex, and more reliable. Then certain kinds of relations will be established between word groups in a very complicated network structure. A noun may belong to several different groups with many different relations to other nouns. This is a kind of extensional representation of word meanings.
The same experiment can be done to verbs by replacing a verb in the same contextual environment. However, this is not so easy as noun replacement, because each verb has certain specific features as to the sentential structure, and no good grouping of verbs can be expected. So the sentential structure abstraction is done for each verb, and the structures are memorised in the verb dictionary entry for individual verb basis in such forms as (1). This is a procedure, of finding the case frames for each verb mechanically. But to get a good and reliable result we have to have a huge amount of sample sentences which are carefully prepared. To distinguish word usages of similar nature, we sometimes have to prepare near miss sentences. The data preparation of this kind is very difficult, and the speed of learning of the linguistic structures by the system is very slow.
A modified approach
To improve this simple language learning process, we can think of the utilization of ordinary word dictionaries and thesauri. In an ordinary word dictionary a verb has, in the explanation part, typical usages of the verb in example sentences rather than by grammatical explanations. That is, typical sentential structures which the verb is governed by are given by examples. These dictionary examples give us, human beings, plenty of information as to the usage of verbs in constructing sentences. Man is guided by these examples, makes inferences, and generates varieties of sentences.
We want to incorporate this human process into our mechanical translation system. And for this purpose we need varieties of knowledge in our system. The knowledge the machine can utilize at the moment, however, is an ordinary word dictionary and thesaurus, which is of course not comparable to the human knowledge about the word and the sentences. A thesaurus is a system of word groupings of similar nature. It has the information about synonyms, antonyms, upper/lower concept relations, part/whole relations and so on. The thesauri available at present are all very old, and they are not satisfactory from our standpoint, but we can use them properly.
The most important function in the utilization of example sentences in an ordinary dictionary is how to find out the similarity of the given input sentence and an example sentence, which can be a guide for the translation of the input sentence. First the global sytactic similarity between the input and example sentences must be checked. Then the replaceability of the corresponding words is tested by tracing the thesaurus relations. If the the replaceability for every word is sufficiently sure, then the translation sentence of the example sentence is changed by replacing the words to the translation words of the input sentence. In this way the translation can be obtained.
For example, we are given an example sentence (2) in the table for the verb eat from an English-Japanese dictionary, and its translation as sentence (3). Suppose sentence (4) is given for translation. The system checks the replaceability (~) of the words (5) by tracing the synonym and upper/lower concept relations in a thesaurus. Because these are similar word pairs, the system determines that the translated example (3) can be used for the the translation of (4). From the dictionary the translation of the words (5) is (6) in the table, and the replaced result is (7) which is a good translation of the sentence (4).
When sentence (8) is given, the similarity check of (9) fails in the thesaurus, and no translation comes out. If this is an example sentence in an entry of eat, and has the Japanese translation (10), then the input sentence (11) can be translatable as (12).
The important point in this process is the recognition of the similarity between the input sentence and an example sentence in a dictionary. This completely depends on the structure of the thesaurus. Typical examples of YABURERU (be defeated, or be broken) are sentences (13) and (15), and the corresponding translations as (14) and (16).
Suppose we are given a sentence (17). To know which usage of YABURERU fits to this sentence, we check the words, president and vote in a thesaurus, and find out the relations (18). We can determine from this information that (17) is more related to (13) than to (15), and the translation is obtained as (19) .
To do an experiment along these lines, we stored all the contents of an ordinary Japanese dictionary, and an ordinary English-Japanese dictionary and an English-English dictionary (Longman's) into computer files. We will have a Japanese thesaurus very soon. We want to have a good English thesaurus in computer usable form.
Machine translation by analogy
Our fundamental ideas about the translation are: (1) Man does not translate a simple sentence by doing deep linguistic analysis, rather, (2) Man does the translation, first, by properly decomposing an input sentence into certain fragmental phrases (very often, into case frame units), then, by translating these fragmental phrases into other language phrases, and finally by properly composing these fragmental translations into one long sentence. The translation of each fragmental phrase will be done by the analogy translation principle with proper examples as its reference, which is illustrated above.
European languages have a certain common basis among them, and the mutual translation between these languages will be possible without great structural changes in sentential expressions. But the translation between two languages which are totally different, like English and Japanese, has a lot of difficult problems. Sometimes the same contents are expressed by completely different sentential structures, and there is no good structural correspondence between each part of the sentences of the two languages.
For example, a Japanese sentence (20) corresponds to such a different English sentence as (21) ~ (24). Another example is (25), which will literally correspond to such sentences as (26) ~ (28). But, it simply means (29).
A translation of this kind cannot be achieved by a mere detailed syntactic analysis of the original sentence. If we pick up each word and look for the corresponding translation word, the synthesis of a target language sentence becomes almost impossible. The choice of a proper translation from many candidates of a source language word is also very difficult without seeing the wider sentential context. Therefore we adopted the method which may be called machine translation by example-guided inference, or machine translation by the analogy principle, and whose fundamental idea has been introduced already in the above. One of the strong reasons for this approach has been that the detailed analysis of a source language sentence is of no use for the translation between languages of completely different structure like English and Japanese. We have to see as wide a scope as possible in a sentence, and the translation must be from a block of words to a block of words. To realize this we have to store varieties of example sentences in the dictionary and to have a mechanism to find out analogical example sentences for the given one.
It is very important to point out that, if we want to construct a system of learning, we have to be able to give the system the data which is not very much processed. In our system the augmentation of the knowledge is very simple and easy. It requires only the addition of new words and new usage examples and their translations. It does not require the information which is deeply analyzed and well arranged. Linguistic theories change rapidly to and fro, and sometimes a model must be thrown away in a few years. On the contrary, language data and its usage do not change for a long time. We will rely on the primary data rather than analysed data which may change sometimes because of changes in the theory.
